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HARVEY TRIMBLE

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Night Editor

George F. Scriba

THE WOMEN ARE HERE!

The woman's movement is one of the articles featured at the state convention. It is a subject of much interest and concern among students at the University. The convention was held in Chicago and featured discussions and workshops on various topics related to women's rights and issues affecting women in society.

LIMITING ENROLLMENT

President Lowell of Harvard is in a difficult position and will have to make decisions about limiting enrollment. The enrollment at Harvard is currently at 6,000, which is significantly higher than the 4,000 enrollment limit set by the university. The president has been appointed to report on an effective method of selecting the members of the freshman class and making sure that the ideal is adopted by all other departments and that the number of students attending the university does not exceed the limits set.

THE OUT-OF-DOOR PLAYERS

By F. G. Evans

I think you review any appreciable extracts of interest in the following: the real talent dramatic production with students in the University. The play seems to be the rule. The "Clod" is known for its ability to attract students to the audience. The play is usually performed by a group of students, and the performance includes music and dance.

MATHEMATICAL LABORATORY

Examination finds

HYDROPHOBIA DOGS

Yesterday at the laboratory for the state board of health the heads of the animals were examined. The animals were from various parts of the state where hydrophobia had occurred and if the animals were rabid, the health and life of the bitten individuals are in jeopardy. The examination of these animals by inspection and microscopic and chemical means showed that there was no evidence of rabies.

The kennel is a dangerous disease which is transmitted from animals to men by the infected saliva. If a person is exposed to having taken either before or after he has bitten someone, he should be secured by eight to 10 shots or more, in a cool and comfortable place and furnished plenty of food and water. Care should be taken that children and adults do not continue near him or the animal should not be returned in any way but treated as another sick animal. Live like a live for ten days, does not appear to be rabid and may be released. Persons when this animal may have bitten have no need to worry after contracting rabies, from the animal at that time. If the animal dies within ten days the whole head should be removed and packed in a box of 5-2 and 5-1 and shipped to the laboratory for the state board of health.

Rabies is a very fatal disease, practically all cases of which terminate in death. When a person is bitten by a dog that is not definitely proved but is free of rabies by living ten days after the bite, he should take the Pasteur treatment at once. This treatment if taken quickly will prevent the onset of rabies and save thousands of lives.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Tryouts for the "Show" will be held at the national science auditorium this afternoon at 1 o'clock. Prof. C. E. M. Miller.

How they SNAP...

Take one of our French Rolls and break it. Note how it snaps. That's because it has a hard crust. Then look at the snow white bread on the inside. You have never tasted better.

Take some home for your next meal.

Hot Weather

The weather is hot and humid. It often makes people very thirsty in their selection of things to eat. Why not, then, try your home cooking.

And Quality Cafe and Coffee Room

We have what you want, served in an appetizing way, that will surely appeal to you...

-at the

Quality Cafe and Coffee Room
Did you ever stop to think where Ithere is no further to be re­

ue. Mabie.

1922 audi­

iend’s department. The case that lost their lives were employees of detec­

Iberrin trouble, fifteen union men the following day was worked by union miners, and are open at the Coralville dam in order to keep

HIGBEE ELECTED TO

VICE-PRESIDENT OF

UNIVERSITY FACES COAL SHORTAGE

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

IOWAN.

CRISIS IN COAL SUPPLY

BAND HALL WILL BE RENAISSANCE THIS SUMMER

The hand bell, the old brick building west of the Old College, one of the oldest buildings on the campus will be wrenched this summer, prob­

ably to be replaced by a new building. This open view west of Old College in­

300 tons of coal.

In its second years of operation, the university is in need of a larger supply than is being furnished, and the present storage will not
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**PASTIME <THEATRE>**

Come Where the Typhoon Sweeps Blow—It’s Nice and Cool Inside

**TODAY AND FRIDAY**

**TOM MIX**

—in

**“Trailin’”**

Another Good Western Picture

—also showing—

HALLOWEEN BOYS
In a Two-Real Comedy
entitled

THE MATINEE IDOLS

**PATHIE REVIEW**

Admission, 10c-50c
LET’S GO

COMING SATURDAY FOR THREE DAYS

**Here Comes At Full Speed**

Western Railroad Thriller

**“Reckless Chances”**

with J. P. McGowan

Here’s a bang-up, rip-roaring, high speed railroad story, full of action and thrills.

—Plan On Seeing This One—

**OVER ONE HUNDRED ATTEND PLAY HOUR**

Over one hundred men and women students took part in the last play of the season in the gymnasium Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock.

Marvin E. Lyon, acting head of the English department, directed the program in cooperation with his secretary, Mrs. Ross Baker, of the department of education, and Ralph McKenzie, of the men’s gymnasium, directed the glee club.

Relay games and folk dances to the music of “Pony over the Wains” and “Hewitt’s Fanny” furnished the entertainment.

There were about three score and five-voire operators in addition to those who took part in the play.

**ENGLISH PRESENTS FLAG**

Prof. Forest C. Ensign of the department of education presented to the assembly yesterday morning the flag which was given to the University by the W. E. Y. C. during their concert here last week. He briefly outlined the history of the Women of the Belief Corps, and spoke of the inspiring ceremony that was held when the flag was presented.

He accepted the appreciation speech of Prof. Ensign as one of the most eloquent and touching he had ever heard. At the close of Prof. Ensign’s presentation the audience rose and gave the flag salute.

**STARBUCK SAYS SCHOOL**

SYSTEM NEEDS REVISION

Continued from Page One

"We propose to cultivate people who live peacefully and happily rather than virtues that men desire. We have fixed up a outline of operation for the school that will preserve and direct the entire integrity of a normal, active, inquiring child.

"The school will furnish a social center for the community, it will be a school and social center for the school and the social recreation of the community."

"Outstanding ideas the school has in detail. In each, all processes fitted to all the processes of the curriculum up to and including post-secondary education. The processes are selected so that some of them will be competitive and at the same time those fundamental attitudes that characterize a good person. We have been quite specific in setting forth the objectives of the school as they face the basic life situations and in describing the materials and occupations that will move more easily towards them.

"The only way to train a state of readiness to stand for as many types of fitness for actual living—health and happiness in the group, intelligent relations to economic life, and vacation, family and parenthood, and social activity, use of leisure time and respect and reverence.

A definitive feature of English lawn is a plot of character rearing that too often has been tried and proven practicable."

**TOURNEY BEGINS SECOND ROUND**

Gillis and Knight and Will Meet in Third Round of Tennis Meet

Prof. Frederick B. Knight of the Psychology department defeated Mr. Chase in a close match late yesterday afternoon to score 6-4, 5-7, 6-4. Prof. William S. MacNeal, the English department, was defeated by Mr. Miller 6-4, 4-6. The games that completed the first round and started the second round were featured by close scores in several of the matches.

Mr. Dwyer defeated Lewis 6-4, 6-4, after getting into a hole.

Lees put up a good battle and surprised the bystanders with the manner in which he stood up with Dwyer. (Of the first round games that were close, W. L. Raster beat Dr. Scott by a score of 4-6, 6-7, 5-7. Prof. Knight defeated T. A. Hunter in the first round play with 6-2, 4-6. Lee J. Gillis defeated W. Peterson with a score of 6-1, 6-1, and Freeman defeated D. B. McCollum in the order of 6-1, 6-1. The last game of the preliminary round won by Dwyer and McCollum was won by Dwyer 6-4, 6-4.

Three games remain to be played in the second round. They are being played by W. D. Roy and either Bealton or Ramsey, Blackstone and Randall or Bealton, Blackstone and Dwyer.

The only match known sure for the third round is between Lee J. Gillis and Professor Knight.

As the fields narrow the playing of the contests is attracting greater attention and many patrons expect to stand last night long after the dinner hour in order to see the final Championship-Knight match. Up to this point, the leaders are Gillis as winner, and Freeman or Dwyer as runners-up.

**ALUMNUS IS DELAYED**

Grace M. Smith, editor of the Columbia Alumnus, announced that there will be a few days delay in the mailing of the June number of the Alumnus because of a press breakage.

**OLD STUDENTS REGISTER FOR SUMMER WORK**

Continued from Page One
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**REPRESENTED AT THE NATIONAL CONVENTION OF ALPHA XI DELTA**

Signa chapter of Alpha Xi Delta is represented at the national convention in Lexington, Kentucky, by Donald Siroome of Skaneateles, Mary Emmett and Dorothy Lianchok from the Theta Sigma Phi chapter here and alumnae of Signa chapter Alpha Xi are attending the convention. Miss Emmett and Miss Lianchok are from Chicago. The convention is from June 20 to July 1 at the Lafayette hotel, Lexington.

Everyone welcome to an Open Party Dance at Dillard Church Club Room Tuesday July 3, 8-10 P.M.

**PLAYERS WILL ACT TOMORROW ON CAMPUS**

Continued from Page One

The main, Mary Combe; the Lord Primaier, Greta Brown; the Lord General, Pearl Timman; the Trumpet, Irene Beseant; two Farmers, Thomas H. Court, Agnes Kelley, and Junita Hills; and two Senator, Cora Paul and Kathryn Lotts.

"Tell Us a Chinaman’s Gesture by Constance Wilmes is the third play. The cast is composed of boats L. (a gardener) on the coast of Wang Choo; Alburne Ricciotti, Fox. Pizza. Fox. Fox. (City of Weng Choo C) and Wang Choo (the police); Mrs. L. (daughter of Wang choo M.), Mrs. D. (Wang choo W.) (governess of Li Ti (Giga Swain), Forte Thomas Keller, guides, Daniel Jacob and Edith Sheepeker); pants, Vivian Common.

**WOOL BATHING SUITS**

$5 QUALITY. PLAIN AND HEATHER MIXTURES

Sizes 34 to 50

**BOOK STORE CLINTON ST.**